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Doctor Strange is going out in a few months, and those who aren't deep in the comic book world are probably wondering what all the fuss is about. Whether you're a fan of major Marvel movies is obsessive or just a fan of general movies, you'll want to check out this one when it hits theaters in November. Believe me, there are plenty of reasons to see a weird doctor : it gets magic, Benedict Cumberbatch,
and some great clothes. What else do you want? A little background for those who want to be in the find out before the film comes out on Nov. 4, 2016: the upcoming film, which is part of marvel's huge cinematic universe, the Cumberbatch star as a titular character, a former mysterious and intelligent neurosurgeon who develops magical power. Chiwetel Ejiofor, Rachel McAdams, Tilda Swinton, and
Benedict Wong will also star. The film has been consulting the controversial side; Casting Swinton and Cumberbatch, for one, saw the film accused of whitewashing, though Swinton defended the film as coming from a diverse place. Others, meanwhile, have expressed concern about Cumberbatch's ability to do American acne, but regard his abilities as an actor, which seems like a complaint without merit.
How the movie itself will address all these issues remains a mystery, but there are many reasons you will want to check regardless.1. It's Stars Benedict CumberbatchAlberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesObviously, the beloved Star Trek and Sherlock actor is the main reason to go see the movie, and many fans think that he's perfect for the role.2. It's a fact Marvel MovieThe that
it's a new Marvel movie should be enough to attract insiders.3. And Harmon Is On Board The McIntyre/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesHarmon, creator of communities and Rick and Morty, has done some work on the script, which is an excellent sign.4. It Will Tie Other Marvel Movies Many Marvel movies connect, and Doctor Strange has expected as a game changer, you won't want to miss this
one if you plan on watching the Guardians of the upcoming Galaxy movies and Avengers.5. It Featured Important CastingAlberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesWhile the film has had controversy, director Scott Derickson has highlighted his diversity in casting. He told the Los Angeles Daily News , In this film, we have about various actors because I think you can get, and that is a
very conscious decision. Tilda is a way to add diversity in terms of not only ethereal, enigmatic, other actors playing ethereal, enigmatic, other characters, but we brought a 28-year-old middle-aged woman in leather trousers into the Marvel Universe key roles. 6. Everyone Will Talk About ItJesse Grant/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty ImagesWith all the pre-release hype produced, Strange Doctors
certainly becomes a big hit, and you don't want to be the only one who hasn't seen it.7. Weird Doctors Are The incredible Weird heroDoctor is arrogant and kind of jerk, so he'll offer different types of heroism - if you can call it that - than we usually see in Marvel.8 movies. It's Kind of Like SherlockOn the same note, Cumberbatch has shown similarities between Doctor Strange and Sherlock Holmes, so fans
of the BBC show seeking more than a few episodes a year should be satisfied with the actor's new role.9. There are MagicFor those who love fantasy, such as Lord of the Rings and Harry Potter, the Story of Doctor Strange filled with more magical than the audience usually gets from the Marvel.10 movies. The trailer Is AwesomeAnticipation is high, and the trailer doesn't disappoint.11. It's An Origin
StoryAs Doctor Strange to be introduced in other Marvel movies, you won't want to miss out on her starting story as a superhero.12. It Has been Described As a PsychedelicA film that aims to be psychedic and trippy should provide a marvel artsier experience.13. It's Got a Lot of TeamIf Galaxy Guardians you enjoyed the Guardians of the Very Successful Galaxy, you're lucky; many of his crew worked on
Doctor Strange. It seems that you already have your early November planned out. To be safe, you may need to book more time in the next 10 years for upcoming Marvel broadcasts. The on-screen universe doesn't slow down any time soon. Skip to your new mainRD.COMIf content for paperwork, make sure your first project is as easy as possible. Choose a paper designed with your newLy designed
Paperwork, make sure your first project is as simple as possible. Choose a paper designed with do-it-yourselfer in mind. Here are some features to find:High-quality paper, machine printed, pretrimmed tends to be the most problem-free. Paper flocking and foil or wallpaper with a selvage edge that must be cut on jobs is a better challenge left to your first time professionals around. A straight pattern is easier
to hang than patterns dropped. Straight patterns are called because neighboring panels meet in a straight line, so they need a little extra thought when you cut and hang them. The dropped pattern has a design repeat intended to match the panel to the panel, a calculation that is quite difficult to measure. Dropped patterns also require more paper to balance matches. Small-scale overall patterns tend to
disguise unethical surfaces. But striped, ignorant, and the best solid walls are devoted to very smooth, perfect pipes. The scale of the pattern that matches the size of the room is also critical. Too large a pattern in a small room can be oppressive; too small a pattern will disappear in a large room. Take home a wallpaper sample or wallpaper book to see what is best suited for your purpose. See them in
natural and artificial light. Originally Published: August 02, 2005Originally Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy BEST story, advice &amp; Jokes! Photo: shutterstock.comSizing shutterstock.comSizing Size allows you to climb paper to a position on the wall without ripping. Size also makes paper removal easier. Size is consistently paired and should be used with paint rollers and pans. Walls are ready to
apply for paper when the size is dry. Priming the Dark Wall It's a good idea to dark walls of the premiere if you use paper with a light background because it will help hide the seam alignment. Use the basic white latex primer or perhaps a mixture of primary/size. Plan your Layout Startup and finish your work in an untenable place. The area above the door, the window or in the relatively hidden wall space is a
good place to start. By following this approach, you will better hide any mismanagement in your strips. Another good idea is to create vertical guidelines. Hold a paper roll where you want to start and make a one-and-a-half inch mark less than the width of the paper. Then use level or cable lines to create a vertical reference point. Using Paper Start with a paper edge layer of about half an inch inside your
reference line. By doing this, you can hide the lines from showing through stitches. Place the rolls on the floor and unroll enough to get to the ceiling. Adjust the paper on the ceiling so that your pattern matches and mark the paper with a pencil. Measure down from your ceiling mark and mark the distance of the wall is high plus an additional two inches. Make a small cut or mark at the bottom of the paper
and fold the paper across. Cutting paper uses the fold as a guide. Test your stripes to fitMeasure correct the second strip by placing the first strip on the ground and using it as a template. Be sure to match your patterns while also leaving some extras at the top and bottom for insertion. Now hang your first piece, cut out the third part, hang the second piece, etc. Avoid cutting a large number of stripes at a
time unless you are sure your patterns are lining up correctly. Skip to the main contentSRD.COMSince wallpaper color can vary from print run to print run, you need to buy all the wallpaper you need atSince the color of the wallpaper can vary from print run to print, you need to buy all the wallpaper you need at any one time. To determine how many room rolls are needed:Add the width of the walls in the
legs, and emergency according to height. Divide that by 30 - the average square foot that can be used in American-made roll - or by 25, if you use European-made paper. Subtract half a roll for each window and a normal sized door. You now have a total work; add a roll for good measure future patches) — a little more if your pattern has a big repeat to match. If you are unsure of your calculations, draw a
picture of each wall, including the size and position and size of all windows and doors. Take a sketch to your wallpaper provider. Experienced salespeople can offer advice on how many rolls you need to buy. When you place your wallpaper order, also buy a compatible paste and paste brush for standard, standard, water boxes for pre-marketed paper. Originally Published: August 02, 2005Originally
Published in Reader's Digest Enjoy BEST story, advice &amp; Jokes! Jokes!
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